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Highly Coherent Spectroscopy of Ultracold Atoms and Molecules in Optical Lattices Tanya Zelevinsky,* Sebastian Blatt, Martin M. Boyd, Gretchen K. Campbell, Andrew D. Ludlow, and Jun Ye[a] Cooling and trapping of neutral atoms using laser techniques has enabled extensive progress in precise, coherent spectroscopy. In particular, trapping ultracold atoms in optical lattices in a tight confinement regime allows us to perform high-resolution spectroscopy unaffected by atomic motion. We report on the



recent developments of optical lattice atomic clocks that have led to optical spectroscopy coherent at the one second timescale. The lattice clock techniques also open a promising pathway toward trapped ultracold molecules and the possible precision measurement opportunities such molecules offer.



Introduction Laser cooling and trapping of ensembles of neutral atoms[1] has opened many diverse research fields including experiments with degenerate quantum gases,[2] quantum information,[3] novel precision measurements,[4] optical time and frequency standards,[5–10] and ultracold chemistry.[11] A large share of the ultracold atom work has been carried out with alkali atoms including Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs. These atoms have magnetic moments in the ground state that enable magnetic trapping. They also have strongly allowed, laser-accessible electronic transitions from the ground state that facilitate cooling. Magnetic Feshbach resonances allow manipulation of interactions within the cold gas;[12] these resonances take advantage of the non-zero nuclear and electronic spins that give rise to hyperfine level structure in the ground state. However, the hyperfine structure can be a disadvantage for some studies. One example is the comparison of experimental and theoretical properties of cold collisions, where hyperfine structure leads to complicated series of interatomic potentials. Another example is a class of precision measurements that rely on suppressing the effects of external magnetic fields. Besides playing a major role in the studies of ultracold physics, alkali atoms have served as primary and secondary time and frequency standards since the middle of the 20th century. The hyperfine transition in the ground state of 133Cs has been the primary standard since 1967. Although the uncertainty of the Cs clock has now reached only several parts in 1016,[13] improvement in its fractional stability, and ultimately the accuracy, is hindered by the relatively small hyperfine transition frequency of 9.2 GHz. Two-electron atoms such as the alkaline earth metals Mg, Ca, and Sr, as well as isoelectronic Hg and Yb, provide an abundance of bosonic and fermionic isotopes that offer remedies for some of these difficulties. The lack of hyperfine or magnetic structure for the bosonic isotopes with zero nuclear spin results in very simple, theory-friendly interatomic potentials. Most importantly, since the two electron spins can be either antiparallel or parallel, these atoms have spin singlet ChemPhysChem 2008, 9, 375 – 382



and triplet energy level manifolds. Since electronic transitions between the two manifolds are spin-forbidden and the ground state is always singlet 1S0, the lowest triplet states tend to be metastable. These metastable states typically lie within an easily laser-accessible range of the ground state, and have very long lifetimes (~ 10 ms to ~ 1000 s). The quality factors Q of these ground-metastable transitions, where Q is defined as the ratio of the frequency to the width of the resonance, can reach 1018. Such high-Q transitions are attractive for pushing the precision of ultracold atom experiments to a new regime. The strong cooling transitions of the two-electron atoms are shifted to the blue range of the optical spectrum, where achieving high laser power is more challenging, and the ground states of these atoms have very small magnetic moments, essentially prohibiting magnetic trapping in the ground state. However, with most technical difficulties related to cooling successfully overcome,[14] two-electron atoms offer many benefits to the cold atom research. In our experiments at JILA, we cool and trap neutral atomic Sr, both the bosonic isotope 88Sr with zero nuclear spin, and the fermionic isotope 87Sr with nuclear spin I = 9/2. A spin-forbidden narrow transition allows Sr to be laser cooled below 1 mK, limited by only the recoil momentum of one photon. This low temperature makes Sr a popular choice for labs around the world, pursuing both time standards work and fundamental physics.[6–8, 15]
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T. Zelevinsky et al. In order to take advantage of the high-Q electronic transitions, two requirements must be fulfilled. First, the atoms must be held for a sufficiently long time to avoid imposing a Fourier limit on the width of the resonance, and in a way that suppresses motional effects while not causing dephasing of the relevant internal atomic states. These requirements are met by trapping the atoms in a zero-differential-Stark-shift optical lattice in the tight confinement, or Lamb–Dicke, regime. Second, we must have access to an optical probe field that is coherent on the timescale needed to achieve the desired Q. This is provided by a laser stabilized to an ultrahigh finesse passive optical cavity to achieve an optical spectral width below 1 Hz.



Spectroscopy in Optical Lattices Optical lattices are standing waves of laser light at a wavelength where the trapped atoms have non-zero polarizability. If the wavelength l is red-detuned from the strongest nearby electronic transition, the atoms are trapped in the strong field regions, or antinodes, of the lattice, with typical spacings of l/2. Such a lattice can be 3-dimensional, or 1-dimensional (1D) as is the case here. Only one strong confinement axis exists along which the standing wave is formed, while the remaining dimensions correspond to the width of the focused Gaussian lattice beam (Figure 1). As the atoms move in the planar mi-



Figure 1. Atoms are trapped at the antinodes of a 1-dimensional optical standing wave (optical lattice). The confinement is tight so that the atomic motion is quantized. In the Lamb–Dicke regime, the trapping frequency nz is much larger than the photon recoil frequency associated with an optical probe field. In the resolved sideband regime, this results in spectroscopic features without influences from motional effects such as atom recoil and Doppler broadening. The panel on the right shows that there is no net frequency shift if the lattice wavelength is chosen for matched polarizabilities of the two clock states (not to scale).



croscopic traps, they sample the Gaussian intensity profile of the lattice beam, and therefore experience spatially inhomogeneous ac Stark shifts from the trapping field. For atoms in a coherent superposition of the ground and metastable states, the superposition is dephased if the polarizabilities of the two states are significantly different. For this reason, we use an approach sometimes known as the magic wavelength, or zerodifferential-Stark-shift, optical lattice.[16, 17] We operate the lattice laser at a wavelength of 813 nm where the polarizabilities of the two clock states are equal, such that both states in the superposition see equal trap depths. If the electronic transition is then spectroscopically probed, no net shift or broadening of
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the resonance profile is observed. This principle is illustrated in Figure 1. Another requirement on the lattice is to preserve the separation of the atomic internal and external degrees of freedom, such that spectroscopy is insensitive to Doppler broadening and photon recoil. The photon recoil hk is the momentum kick transferred to the atom by an absorbed photon with wave vector k, and is mandated by momentum conservation (the recoil energy is her = (hk)2/(2m), where m is the atomic mass and h = 2ph is the Planck constant). To decouple these motional effects from electronic level energies, we trap the atoms in the Lamb–Dicke regime.[18] This regime is characterized by a small Lamb–Dicke parameter h = (er/nz)1/2 < 1, where nz is the trap frequency along the strong confinement axis (Figure 1). An alternative way to express the Lamb–Dicke condition in terms of the wavelength of the probe light l is l > 2px0, where x0 = (h/ACHTUNGRE(2pmnz))1/2 is the approximate extent of the atomic wavefunction in the ground state of the lattice trap. Under this condition, the recoil energy is insufficient to excite a motional quantum, so most atoms remain in the original trap state. Although a small fraction of atoms (fraction ~ h2) is lost to excited trap states, the majority of atoms are free from any motional energy shifts, including first-order Doppler shifts. The temperature of the sample is now manifested as a distribution among the trap levels. This argument assumes that the spectroscopy probe beam is carefully aligned along the strong confinement axis of the lattice. For our 1D lattice confinement, nzﬃ50 kHz and erﬃ5 kHz, so the Lamb–Dicke condition is fulfilled. In addition to being in the Lamb–Dicke regime, our lattice spectroscopy is typically carried out in the sideband-resolved regime. This means that the observed spectral width (~ 1 Hz) is much smaller than the axial or radial trap frequencies (50 kHz and 150 Hz, respectively). Under these conditions, insensitivity to transitions that involve a change in the motional state is achieved. When the probe laser frequency is scanned, we observe a carrier transition that corresponds to no net change of the trap state (Dn = 0), and blue and red sidebands that correspond to Dn =  1, as shown in Figure 2. The radial sidebands are much closer to the carrier, and are not observed during



Figure 2. Lattice spectroscopy in the resolved sideband regime. The blue and red sidebands (SB) correspond to the gain and loss of one motional quantum, respectively. The red sideband is suppressed when most atoms are in the ground state of the trap. The central spectral feature has no recoil shift. 1S0 and 3P0 are the clock states.
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Highly Coherent Spectroscopy in Optical Lattices normal operation owing to the careful alignment of the probe beam. When the probe is tuned to the central carrier, the effect of longitudinal sidebands is doubly suppressed, both by the Lamb–Dicke condition and by frequency detuning.



Optical Lattice Clock One natural application of the neutral atom system in the Lamb–Dicke resolved-sideband regime is an optical atomic clock with very high stability and accuracy. This approach to atom trapping makes the clock spectroscopy highly insensitive to perturbations as it uses no magnetic fields, and the optical trapping field is carefully engineered to avoid transition shifts. Moreover, the chosen clock states have very small sensitivities to stray magnetic fields. Neutral Strontium Atomic Clock The clock transition is the dipole-forbidden 1S0–3P0 at 698 nm. While strictly forbidden in 88Sr, it is weakly allowed in 87Sr arising from nuclear-spin-induced hyperfine mixing of 3P0 with 1P1 and 3P1. The clock transition has a natural width of ~ 1 mHz.[16, 19, 20] Figure 3 shows the relevant Sr energy levels.



of the trap. The longitudinal extent of the atom cloud in the lattice is about 100 lattice sites (~ 50 mm), and its radius is about 30 mm. The key component of the optical clock is the local oscillator resonant with the 698 nm 1S0–3P0 clock transition. This local oscillator is constructed by stabilizing an extended-cavity diode laser[23] to an ultrahigh finesse optical cavity.[24] The initial spectral width of the extended-cavity laser is about 0.5 MHz, and it is narrowed to about a kilohertz by locking to a reflection fringe from an intermediate pre-stabilization cavity. The feedback is applied to the laser diode current and to a piezo-electric transducer (pzt) controlling the length of the laser extended cavity. The narrowed spectrum is then coupled into the final ultrastable cavity with finesse Fﬃ250 000, and is further narrowed and stabilized by locking to a reflection fringe. The feedback is applied to an acousto-optical modulator positioned before the ultrahigh finesse cavity and to the pzt that controls the pre-stabilization cavity length. Both cavity locks are based on the Pound–Drever–Hall technique of frequency modulating the laser, and subsequently mixing the modulation frequency source with the optical cavity reflection signal from a photodetector.[25] The high finesse cavity is placed on a passive vibration-isolation platform and vertically mounted to suppress sensitivity to ground vibrations. The resulting laser spectrum is below ~ 200 mHz wide as seen on a beat signal with a similar laser for a 5 s integration time (resolution bandwidth limited), and broadens to ~ 2 Hz in the course of 30 s (limited by nonlinear laser drift because of thermal fluctuations in the cavity mirror substrates and coatings[26]).[24] Figure 4 shows an example of a beat spectrum for ultrastable lasers at two different wavelengths, 698 nm and 1064 nm, taken at the frequency of the 1064 nm laser with the help of a phase-stabilized femtosecond frequency comb.[27] The clock transition 1S0–3P0 can be scanned with the 698 nm probe laser, and the absorption lineshape subsequently fitted



Figure 3. The lowest energy levels of strontium.



The potentially ultrahigh Q factor offered by this transition is the main motivation to pursue Sr-based atomic clocks. The smallest possible uncertainty in the knowledge of frequency, or the instability limit of a clock is directly proportional to 1/ACHTUNGRE(QN1/2), where N is the number of atoms contributing to the signal. The lattice clock apparatus consists of a Zeeman-slowed[21] Sr beam that is loaded into a magneto-optical trap (MOT).[22] The initial MOT operates on the strong 1S0–1P1 transition at 461 nm with a 32 MHz linewidth (Figure 3). This results in ~ 106 atoms of 87Sr at a millikelvin temperature. The second stage MOT is based on the weak 1S0–3P1 transition at 689 nm with a 7 kHz linewidth, and yields about 105 atoms. When the cooling and trapping lasers and magnetic fields are turned off, about 103-104 atoms are loaded into the 1D optical lattice. The final atom temperature is between 1–5 mK, depending on the MOT parameters and lattice depth. Since the trap frequency is about 50 kHz, most atoms occupy the ground quantum state ChemPhysChem 2008, 9, 375 – 382



Figure 4. Narrow optical beat between two ultrastable lasers. This trace was obtained with lasers at different wavelengths (698 nm and 1064 nm) that were stabilized to independent high finesse cavities. A femtosecond frequency comb was used to bridge the frequency gap, and the beat was recorded at 1064 nm.
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T. Zelevinsky et al. to obtain the line center. With this approach, the clock transition systematic effects have been characterized at the 9 I 1016 level.[6] In addition, the absolute frequency was determined to 2 I 1015 (1.1 Hz)[6] by a frequency-comb-based[27] comparison against a hydrogen maser signal calibrated to the NIST-F1 Cs clock.[13] Another mode of clock operation is to stabilize the probe laser on the atomic resonance using slow feedback to steer the laser frequency. This effectively removes the cavity drift of the 698 nm local oscillator, making it suitable for direct comparison with other optical standards. With this second approach, the uncertainty on the systematic effects has reached the 1016 level.[28] Achieving this level of accuracy requires that another optical clock be used as a frequency reference.[10, 27, 29] Figure 5 shows a comparison of recent 87Sr clock transition measurements by various labs: JILA,[6, 30] Paris,[7] and Tokyo.[8] Shown are absolute frequency measurements in units of hertz,



Figure 5. Comparison of recent 87Sr clock frequency (nSr) measurements from labs around the world. The fixed offset is n0 = 429,228,004,229,800 Hz. Circles denote JILA measurements, triangles are Paris measurements, and squares are Tokyo measurements. The inset shows the excellent agreement of the latest results at the hertz level.



obtained by taking the ratio of the Sr clock transition frequency to the frequency of a local Cs clock. The hertz-level agreement is a testament to the reliability of the neutral Sr optical lattice clocks, and a confirmation that systematic shifts are understood at this level. The main systematic effects for the lattice clock can be divided into two categories: those arising from the atomic system, and those from the frequency comparison. The former include ac Stark shifts from the lattice and probe optical fields, and black body radiation from the vacuum chamber walls as well as shifts arising from magnetic fields and atomic collisions in the lattice. The latter include any uncertainties on the Cs clock used for comparison, any errors introduced by frequency transfer between the two clocks, and general relativity effects that arise from different altitudes of the clock locations. The uncertainties in Figure 5 are dominated by frequency counting, and the next generation of comparisons against other optical clocks is expected to reduce the counting uncertainties by more than an order of magnitude. We have measured instabilities of our Sr clock against both the hydrogen maser calibrated to the Cs time standard,[13] and the NIST Ca optical clock.[10] While the Sr-maser instability is ~ 2 I 1013 t1/2, where t is the averaging time in seconds, the optical-optical instability is < 5 I 1015 t1/2. An optical–optical comparison would thus greatly reduce the averaging time needed to access the same level of precision. In terms of sys-
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tematic uncertainties arising from the Sr lattice clock itself, the near-term goal is to reach the limit set by black body radiation effects.[28, 31] In the future, this limit can be overcome by improving the knowledge of the clock state polarizabilities near the black body peak, and re-engineering the trapping system for better temperature control. Ultranarrow Spectral Widths Typical operation of our optical Sr clock relies on probe-timelimited linewidths of ~ 10 Hz. Furthermore, the combination of the probe light with a temporal coherence of ~ 1 s, and the zero-differential-Stark-shift optical lattice trap in which a superposition of the atomic clock states (1S0 and 3P0) remains intact for at least several seconds, is a starting point for attempting spectroscopy in the optical frequency domain that is coherent on the 1 s time scale. We have demonstrated hertz-level spectra with Rabi and Ramsey spectroscopy schemes. In both cases, we apply a small magnetic field (~ 1 gauss) that breaks the degeneracy between p-transitions originating from neighboring sublevels of the ground state arising from the nuclear spin[20] by about 100 Hz. The probe frequency is stepped by about 0.4 Hz and 1 Hz for the Rabi and Ramsey methods, respectively, as the resonance for a single nuclear spin projection is traversed. The Rabi approach[32, 33] involves a single long probe pulse to move the atoms from the ground to the metastable state, with the transferred population resonantly dependent on probe laser frequency. The Ramsey approach[32, 34] consists of two short pulses that determine the Rabi envelope of the lineshape and are separated by a long free evolution time. The free evolution time sets the width of the fringes within the envelope, and thus the spectral resolution. The fringes arise from interference of two temporal excitation paths (absorbing a photon from the first or the second short pulse). Both Rabi and Ramsey methods have yielded spectra that are Fourier-limited by the probe pulse duration to about 1.8 Hz. This corresponds to an experimental quality factor of Qﬃ2.4 I 1014, similar to but exceeding the best result to date, achieved with a single mercury ion.[35] One of the main strengths of the neutral atom system is the large number of atoms contributing to the coherent signal. The spectra shown in Figure 6 are therefore obtained with a single scan without averaging or normalization. As described below, setting longer probing or free evolution times resulted in no further improvement in Q. Ramsey spectroscopy is a useful tool in diagnosing the limitation to the coherence time in the lattice clock. If the system is limited by the lifetime of the atoms in the trap, the Ramsey technique can yield higher fringe resolution at the expense of signal contrast. Even for the same total probe time, the Fourier-limited Ramsey fringe resolution is slightly higher (by about a factor of 2). Since no improvement in resolution was achieved with the Ramsey method, we conclude that the coherence of the spectroscopy was limited by nonlinear frequency noise on the probe laser. In fact, it is more challenging to maintain a good signal to noise ratio during Ramsey spectros-
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Highly Coherent Spectroscopy in Optical Lattices narrow, forbidden transitions. To take advantage of high isotopic abundance (83 %) and absence of nuclear spin, we have chosen to work with 88Sr. PA was performed on the 1S0–3P1 forbidden transition, with a molecular natural linewidth of about 15 kHz (twice the atomic linewidth). Narrow line PA has several interesting features. One of them is high resolution, which makes the spectroscopy sensitive to the ultracold thermal distribution of the atom cloud and to the dimensional effects of the lattice trap; it also Figure 6. Spectra of the clock transition, with the Zeeman degeneracy removed. The allows to resolve the dense series of bound states Ramsey spectrum on the left has a 10 Hz wide central feature, and the Rabi spectrum on the right is 2 Hz wide, in agreement with what is expected for the given probing and near dissociation. Another potential feature is large free evolution times. The inset shows a Ramsey spectrum collected with a longer free Franck-Condon (FC) overlaps between bound state evolution time, and the central feature is 1.7 Hz wide. wavefunctions in the excited and ground electronic states. For short-lived excited states, the excitedground state interaction is predominantly resonant dipolecopy, as it takes at least 20 s to scan across the width of the dipole, and decreases as C3/R3 with increasing interatomic sepenvelope, which places more stringent constraints on thermal noise of the high finesse laser cavity. aration R. For longer-lived metastable states, C3 is small, and The pursuit of the most stable and accurate time standards the interatomic potential has a strong contribution from the require development of more aggressive laser stabilization van der Waals C6/R6 term. Since the interaction between two schemes in order to continue improving the spectroscopic resground state atoms is predominantly van der Waals, the olution and probe physical effects that contribute to line shifts ground and metastable molecular potentials have similar at an increasingly smaller scale. In the meantime, the achieveshapes, which enhances the FC factors. The large FC factors ment of atom-light coherence for nearly a second has already naturally lead to considerations of efficient production of resulted in a precision measurement of the magnetic moment bound molecules in the ground electronic state, and of future of the 3P0 Sr clock state[20] and a reduction of most systematic experiments that can be carried out using the ultracold molecclock uncertainties to the 1016–1017 level.[28] In addition, long ular ensemble. atom-light coherence times are invaluable for quantum information and quantum memory research, in which two-electron Narrow Line Photoassociation in an Optical Lattice atoms are expected to play a prominent role.[36] The zero-differential-Stark-shift optical lattice technique is readily applicable to PA experiments. The magic wavelength for From Neutral Atoms to Ultracold Molecules the 1S0–3P1 transition is near 914 nm.[45] As before, the PA probe laser at 689 nm (< 100 Hz linewidth) is directed along While experimental research on ultracold atoms has seen exthe strong confinement axis of the lattice. Long coherence tensive progress in recent years, ultracold molecules would times are useful since the PA process based on the weak tranpresent unique opportunities for studies of degenerate quansition proceeds relatively slowly. After about 300 ms of PA, the tum matter with long-range interactions, for precision measremaining unbound atoms are detected. When the probe laser urements, and for understanding the physics of chemical reacfrequency is scanned, the apparent trap losses correspond to tions. Creating and trapping ultracold molecules is an active PA resonances.[46] field of research.[37] The most popular approaches start with Long-range Sr2 molecular potentials are illustrated in either high-velocity molecules that must be slowed or Figure 7. The ground state has gerade symmetry and its cooled[38] or with ultracold atoms that must be bound into molecules.[11, 39] The latter approach can take two paths: bindenergy is given by the potential Vg. The excited state ungerade ing atoms in the ground electronic state by using Feshbach potentials that support transitions to the ground state are 0u resonances, or employing an optical method of photoassociaand 1u (corresponding to the total atomic angular momentum tion that involves an excited electronic state. projections onto the internuclear axis of 0 and 1), the latter Photoassociation (PA) is a process that can be described by with a small repulsive barrier. All relevant vibrational states are A + A + p!A–A*,[11] where A and A* denote an atom in the separated by more than a linewidth, permitting high-resolution spectroscopy. The observed linewidth of the PA resonances is ground and excited state, p is a photon near resonance with dictated by the thermal distribution of the initial atom cloud an excited molecular bound state, and the right-hand side im(Figure 7). In our case, the 2 mK starting temperature limits the plies a bound state. Significant work has been done on PA widths to about 100 kHz. A close-up of a typical trap loss resowith relatively broad transitions (100 s of kHz to 10 s of nance is shown in Figure 8. Since the natural linewidth is much MHz).[40–43] This has led to accurate measurements of ground smaller than the thermal width, the resonance exhibits the state scattering lengths[40, 41] that determine the properties of characteristic Maxwell–Boltzmann asymmetry (inset in Figure 8) the gas in the ultracold collision regime of s-wave scattering.[44] that increases with initial temperature. For broad-line PA, this Our system combines ultracold Sr and narrow linewidth asymmetry becomes apparent only at much hotter, millikelvinlasers which puts us in a unique position to carry out PA on ChemPhysChem 2008, 9, 375 – 382
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T. Zelevinsky et al.



Figure 7. Long-range interatomic potentials of Sr2, corresponding to the ground state (Vg) and the first excited state with the 1S0–3P1 dissociation limit (V0u and V1u). On the left is an example of trap loss observed when the photoassociation laser is resonant with a transition from two free atoms to an excited bound state. Although the natural width of the resonance is expected to be about 15 kHz, the observed width of 100 kHz is limited by the 2 mK initial temperature.



level temperatures. In addition, our system is sensitive to the dimensional effects of collisions in the planar lattice sites. The zero-point energy of the trap contributes a significant line shift that requires a correction. Nine least-bound vibrational levels of the longrange 0u and 1u excited molecular potentials were measured and identified (Figure 9). The values of the C3 and C6 coefficients were adjusted in the multichannel theoretical model[47] to ensure bound states at the experimentally determined resonance energies. The C3 coefficient can be expressed in terms of the atomic lifetime t as C3 = 3hc3/ACHTUNGRE(4tw3), where hw is the atomic transition energy and c is the speed of light. The combination of our experiment and theory yields a C3 coefficient that corresponds to the 3P1 atomic lifetime of 21.5(2) ms. Two-electron atoms have no hyperfine splitting in the ground state, and therefore lack magnetic Feshbach resonances. At the same time, the ground



Figure 9. Least-bound vibrational levels of Sr2 near the 1S0–3P1 dissociation limit, corresponding to the 0u and 1u potentials. While the typical size of the photoassociated molecule is ~ 100 a0, the last bound state corresponds to a very large dimer with internuclear separation > 500 a0. Its sloping background is a result of the nearby atomic transition.



Figure 8. Trap loss resonance corresponding to a bound state of 0u about 222 MHz below the dissociation limit (the third bound state overall). Even at microkelvin temperatures, thermal effects dominate the narrow spectrum, as can be seen by the broadening when the initial temperature is doubled. The inset illustrates the photoassociation lineshape as a convolution of a Lorentzian transition probability with a Maxwell–Boltzmann thermal distribution. Note that as a result of the line asymmetry, the location of the bound state, denoted by the arrow, is not given by the apparent peak.
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state scattering length a of 88Sr is very small[40] and not conducive to evaporative cooling toward quantum degeneracy. However, narrow line PA spectroscopy points toward the possibility of using optical Feshbach resonances[48–50] to enhance the scattering length. In the dressed molecular state picture, the PA photon makes an excited bound state quasi-resonant with the initial scattering state, thus contributing an additional scattering pathway and changing the background scattering length from a to a + aopt. In particular, the least-bound state near the 1 S0-3P1 dissociation limit that we observed at the detuning of about 0.4 MHz has a very strong coupling to the initial scattering state (about 105 times stronger than the molecular states resolvable with broad line PA). The large strength of this PA transition suggests that it should be possible to use far-detuned PA light for the optical Feshbach resonance, thus avoiding the high trap loss intrinsically associated with PA. It should be noted that previously, the least-bound molecular states



have remained elusive because of the proximity of the broad atomic transition. The narrow line PA permits resolution of the least-bound level, which inherently has the strongest coupling to the atomic scattering state. We estimate that by employing an optical Feshbach resonance based on the least-bound 1S0–3P1 0u molecular level, we should be able to tune a by aoptﬃ  300 a0, where a0 is the Bohr radius, if the PA laser has an intensity of 10 W cm2 and is far-detuned by d =  160 MHz from the PA resonance. In contrast, optical tuning of the scattering length in 87Rb Bose–Einstein condensate[49] achieved a tuning range of aoptﬃ  90 a0 at much larger PA laser intensities of 500 W cm2. In addition, the Sr system at the given parameter values is estimated to have a trap loss rate[48] of only ~ 2 I 1014 cm3 s1 while the loss rate in the 87Rb experiment was 2 I 1010 cm3 s1 These values of aopt and atom loss rate for 88Sr would result in elastic and inelastic collision rates of Gelﬃ600 s1 and Ginelﬃ0.1 s1. The favorable Gel/Ginel ratio may enable evaporative cooling. However, a possible limitation on the use of optical Feshbach resonances
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Highly Coherent Spectroscopy in Optical Lattices based on least-bound states is the proximity of the atomic transition (scattering rate of GsﬃGel/15 in this example), as excessive one-atom photon scattering can cause heating and trap loss. Besides efficient optical Feshbach resonances, narrow line PA spectroscopy in an optical lattice opens many research possibilities that include many-atom entanglement for quantum computation[36] and studies of ultracold collisions in 2D and 1D regimes.[51] Another potential application of narrow line PA is efficient production of ultracold molecules in the ground electronic state. For example, bound-bound FC factor calculations show that about 90 % of the molecules photoassociated into the 8.4 GHz 1S0–3P1 0u bound state decay to a single ground state vibrational level (distributed between only two rotational sublevels).[52] It appears to be possible to use relatively low power lasers in a two-photon Raman configuration to coherently transfer the vibrationally excited molecules into deeply bound vibrational levels of the electronic ground state.[52] Sr could also be combined with other two-electron atoms such as Yb to create strongly interacting ultracold polar molecules in an optical lattice. Finally, ultracold non-polar Sr2 molecules in the lattice can serve as a basic system for precision measurements of the drift of fundamental physical constants.



electronic states, our simple estimates indicate no fundamental limit to achieving such an ensemble of molecules.[52] We have analyzed potential systematic effects, and concluded that the initial measurement should be possible at the 1015 level of uncertainty, with a potential to reduce the uncertainty further.[52] Most importantly, the molecular system does not require removal of the effects of fundamental constants other than m. The systematic effects can be well controlled at the laboratory level, as attested to by the precision of the atomic lattice clock. We can find specific frequencies for the optical lattice, near the global magic wavelength, that cancel ac Stark shifts for the two probed molecular vibrational levels. In other words, there exist zero-differential-Stark-shift lattices for a molecular clock. We have shown that the maximum sensitivity to variation of m is achieved by measuring the frequency gap between one of the anchor levels near the top or bottom of the molecular potential and a middle vibrational level that has the highest sensitivity to a change in the mass ratio. Undoubtedly, it takes substantial experimental effort to realize a molecular clock measurement at ultracold temperatures. Nonetheless, it is one of many exciting goals to look forward to, and to keep in mind while building the toolkit required for manipulating molecules at the coldest temperatures and high densities.



Precision Measurements of Fundamental Constants



Conclusions



Atomic clocks have for a long time provided stringent constraints on drifts of the fine structure constant a and the proton-electron mass ratio, mp/me  m.[53, 54] A molecular clock, or precise measurement of vibrational energy spacings in the electronic ground state of a dimer, would complement the existing atomic clocks in the quest for constraints on time variation of fundamental constants. Particularly, the variation of m is well suited for measurements with homonuclear molecular species. While the interatomic potential energy depends on electronic interactions and thus on me, the kinetic energy of the atoms is determined by the heavier nuclear mass mp. The vibrational energy spacings therefore depend only on the ratio m. Currently, the best laboratory constraints on time variation of m, below the level of 1014, are obtained from hyperfine atomic clocks.[54] Unfortunately, hyperfine atomic transitions depend on other fundamental parameters such as the fine structure constant, and separation of the dependences requires theoretical modeling.[53] Recently, cosmological tests of m variation were carried out on ammonia spectra[55] and hydrogen spectra.[56] The results disagree at the 1015 level. It is critical to perform the test in an independent system, especially one in which any variation arises only because of m, at least to leading order. Ultracold molecules in an optical lattice present an ideal, maximally controlled environment for this measurement. We have explored the potential of precision measurements with ultracold Sr2 molecules in the ground electronic state. While this requires extensive experimental work involving Raman spectroscopy of vibrational levels in the ground and excited



Within the last three years, the progress of optical lattice clocks has been very rapid. The systematic uncertainty of the 87 Sr clock transition is close to breaking into the 1017 decade, and coherent spectroscopy has been demonstrated with line quality factors above 2 I 1014. This highly coherent manipulation of large atomic ensembles leads to unprecedented level of timekeeping for fundamental physics such as general relativistic effects and micron scale forces, and for applications such as navigation and geodesy. Lattice clock techniques have been applied to ultracold molecular physics by photoassociating laser-cooled atoms using a narrow optical transition, an approach that illuminates new physics and suggests methods of obtaining dense samples of ultracold molecules. Multiple quantum information and precision measurement proposals have been put forward that build on our recent results, such as using the nuclear spins of twoelectron atoms to switch off electronic interactions through quantum statistics, and utilizing ultracold dimers for model-independent tests of time variation of fundamental constants. It may be only a short time before many of these ideas become reality.
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